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Abstract. This paper presents an approach to large lexicon sign recognition that does not require tracking. This overcomes the issues of how to
accurately track the hands through self occlusion in unconstrained video,
instead opting to take a detection strategy, where patterns of motion are
identiﬁed. It is demonstrated that detection can be achieved with only
minor loss of accuracy compared to a perfectly tracked sequence using
coloured gloves. The approach uses two levels of classiﬁcation. In the
ﬁrst, a set of viseme classiﬁers detects the presence of sub-Sign units of
activity. The second level then assembles visemes into word level Sign
using Markov chains. The system is able to cope with a large lexicon and
is more expandable than traditional word level approaches. Using as few
as 5 training examples the proposed system has classiﬁcation rates as
high as 74.3% on a randomly selected 164 sign vocabulary performing at
a comparable level to other tracking based systems.

1

Introduction

The objective of this research is to produce a non-tracking/detection based system for recognising sign language. Sign Language, being as complex as any spoken language, has many thousands of signs each diﬀering from the next by minor
changes in hand motion, shape or position. Its grammar includes the modiﬁcation of signs to indicate an adverb modifying a verb and the concept of placement
where objects or people are given a spatial position and then referred to later.
This, coupled with the intra-signer diﬀerences make true Sign Language Recognition (SLR) an intricate challenge.
Most state of the art approaches track the hands and then classify the path
that they take. This causes diﬃculties as the hands move quickly in sign (introducing blur and interlacing eﬀects), have high degrees of freedom (and therefore
vary in appearance) and often occlude each other. In addition, tracking often
employs skin tone which means that the face and hands can be easily confused
and the clothing worn by the signer must be of a contrasting colour and have
sleeves which cover the arms. All of these issues are limiting factors to the success of tracking approaches. Furthermore, by combining the output of tracking
with further sign classiﬁcation, there are two systems which can fail, reducing
overall performance. To date, relatively little work has been done on using detection for gestures or actions [1][2][3][4] and it has been limited to extremely small
lexicons of around 5-10 classes. To the authors knowledge, no work to-date has
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addressed the scalability needed for a detection approach to tackle large lexicon
recognition in sign. To allow direct comparison of our work with a tracking based
approach, the dataset of Kadir et al[5] is used. The proposed detection approach
can tackle large lexicon sign recognition with only a small drop in performance
when compared to perfectly tracked data.

2

Background

Many of the solutions to SLR that have achieved large lexicon recognition use
data gloves to acquire an accurate 3D position and trajectory of the hands [6]
which, while facilitating a large vocabulary are cumbersome to the user. The
majority of vision approaches are tracking based solutions with relatively small
lexicons. Staner and Pentland [7] used colour to segment the hands for ease of
tracking and reported classiﬁcation results on a 40 sign lexicon. More recently,
scalability has been addressed by turning to sign linguistics to aid classiﬁcation.
Vogler and Metaxas’ [8] initial work operated on a lexicon of 53 signs but later
reported a scalable solution using parallel HMMs on both hand shape and motion
to recognise a 22 sign lexicon. Kadir et al [5] took this further by combining head,
hand and torso position as well as hand shape to create a system that could be
trained on ﬁve or fewer examples on a large lexicon of 164 signs. It is this work
that we will make a direct comparison with as the dataset is available and allows
our detection approach to be compared with the results of tracking.
Detection/non-tracking based approaches have recently begun to emerge, Zahedi et al [1] apply skin segmentation combined with 5 types of diﬀerencing to each
frame in a sequence which are then down sampled to get features. Wong and Cippola [2] use PCA on motion gradient images of a sequence to obtain their features.
Blank et al used space-time correlation to identify activity [3] while YanKe [4] employed boosted volumetric features in space-time to detect behaviour. All of these
approaches are designed for gesture or behaviour recognition and typically only
address a small number of gestures (<10). It is not obvious how these approaches
could be extended to larger lexicons in a scalable way.

3

Methodology

Sign language can be broken down into visemes in much the same way that
speech can be broken down into phonemes. These visemes can be separated into
5 main categories [9] based on hand; shape(s) (dez), placement (tab), movement
(sig), orientation(s) (ori) and arrangement (ha). This work concentrates on the
tab, sig and ha visemes shown in table 1.
Figure 1 shows an overview of the approach. Signs are recognised by a two
stage process. In the second stage a high level classiﬁer bank made up of 1st order
Markov chains recognises the temporal order of visemes as they are produced.
The visemes are detected by three diﬀerent types of viseme level classiﬁers.
For tab visemes there needs to be correlation between where the motion is
happening and where the person is; to this end spatial grid features centred
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Fig. 1. Block diagram showing a high level overview of the stages of classiﬁcation

around the face of the signer are used. For sig visemes we are interested in what
type of motion is occurring, often regardless of its position, orientation or size,
this is approached by extracting moment features and using local binary pattern
(LBP) and additive classiﬁers based on their changes over time. Ha visemes look
at where the hands are in relation to each other so these are only relevant for
bi-manual signs, this is done using the same moment features as for sig but this
time over a single frame since there is no temporal context required.
All of these viseme level classiﬁers are learnt using boosting which provides a
way of building a strong classiﬁer that performs well through a simple selection
process. An iterative algorithm, boosting ﬁrst selects the best weak classiﬁer
from a set compiled of all available features (each with an optimum response
threshold). It then applies a weighting to each training example. Reducing the
weighting of examples classiﬁed in the last pass and increasing the weighting of
those not classiﬁed boosts the importance of examples which prove challenging
to classify. This encourages the next iteration to concentrate more on the challenging examples with the heaviest weightings. More speciﬁcally in this paper
AdaBoost [10] is used.
The next section discusses in detail the approaches to spatial and moment
based feature extraction along with the classiﬁers applied to them. Section 5
then discusses how signs are recognised from the detected viseme sequences and
section 6 provides comparative results. Finally conclusions are drawn.

4
4.1

Stage 1 - Viseme Detection
Skin Segmentation

In order to perform viseme detection the video is ﬁrst preprocessed to ﬁnd candidate hand regions. This is done by ﬁrst ﬁnding the face of the user using the
Viola Jones Face detector [10] included in the OpenCV library [11]. From this
face region a Gaussian skin colour model is learnt using the process outlined
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Table 1. The viseme level classiﬁers that are built
Tab

Sig (Both Hands)

Sig (Right Hand Only)

Ha

Upper Face
Nose
Ear
Eyes
Whole Face
Cheek
Mouth & Lips
Lower Face/Chin
Under Chin
Front of Shoulders
On Right Shoulder
Chest
Right of Chest
Left of Chest
Upper Arm
Lower Arm
Neutral Space

Apart
Together
Together (Bend Wrist)
Circle (Type 1)
Circle (Type 2)
Alt Circle (Type 3)
Up
Right
Wiggle
Alt Away & Towards
Up & Down
Alt Up & Down
Tap
Down

Circle (Type 4)
Up
Up & Left
Up & Away
left
Left & Down
Right
Right & Away
Wiggle
Palm Down
Away & Towards
Away
Away & Down
Spiral Away
Towards
Towards & Up
Down
Down & Away
Away & Towards(Twist Wrist)
Tap
Side to Side

Left Higher
Right Higher
Side by Side
Interlinking
Contacting
Right Near
Left Near

in [12]. Then the background is modelled using a normalised histogram (PDF).
A threshold applied to the likelihood ratio of face to background for each pixel
gives a binary, skin segmented frame. Morphological opening is used to clean up
any noise and the result is shown in ﬁgure 2. Although this provides candidate
hand regions it also segments the face, however, as this is consistent across both
negative and positive training examples the viseme detectors will ignore its presence. Likewise, any noise in the segmented image can also be ignored as it will
be inconsistent across positive training examples.
4.2

Tab - Spatial Features

In order that the motion can be localised in relation to the signer, a grid is applied
to the image dependant upon the position and scale of the face detection. Each
rectangle is a quarter of the face size and the grid is 10 rectangles wide by 8
deep, as shown in ﬁgure 3 (a). The skin segmented frame is then quantised into
this grid and a rectangle is considered to be ﬁring if over 50% of its pixels are
made up of skin. For each of the tab visemes a classiﬁer can then be built via
boosting to show which rectangles ﬁre for that particular viseme, examples of
these classiﬁers are shown in ﬁgure 3 (b).
4.3

Sig and Ha - Moment Feature Vectors

There are several diﬀerent types of moments which can be calculated over a
segmented image, each of them displaying diﬀerent properties. Four of the basic
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Fig. 2. Skin segmented frame showing hands and face

Fig. 3. (a) An example of the grid produced from the face dimensions. and (b) Grid
features chosen by boosting for two of the 17 tab visemes. The thick central box shows
the face location and the ﬁrst and second chosen features are shown in black and grey
respectively.

types were chosen to form a feature vector: spatial, central, normalised central
and the Hu set of invariant moments. The central moments are invariant to
position, the normalised central moments invariant to size and position and
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the Hu moments oﬀer rotational and skew invariance. Taking up to the 3rd
order from each of these types gives a vector of 37 diﬀerent parameters with
a wide range of diﬀerent properties. Since spatial moments are not invariant to
translation and scale there needs to be a common point of origin and similar scale
across examples. To this end, the spatial moments are treated in a similar way
to the spatial features in 4.2 by centring and scaling about the face of the signer.
For training Ha, this vector is used to boost a set of thresholds for individual
moments, but for Sig, temporal information needs to be included. So the video
clips are described by a stack of these vectors, like a series of 2D arrays, as shown
in ﬁgure 4 (a) and temporal features employed (see next section).
4.4

Sig - Local Binary Patterns and Additive Classiﬁers

Boosting chooses from two diﬀerent types of classiﬁers which act upon the 2D
feature array; local binary patterns (LBPs) and additive classiﬁers. LBPs work
on the gradient of a feature over time, they vary in size from 2 bits to 5 bits
and there are therefore 60 diﬀerent classiﬁer patterns (22 + 23 + 24 + 25 ). We
run the LBPs parallel with the time axis so that they are always operating on
one type of value. In essence, the LBPs encode whether a moment is increasing
or decreasing with time. For an LBP to return a 1 every gradient must match
its corresponding value in the patten, 1 for an increase or 0 for a decrease or no
change as can be seen in ﬁgure 4 (b).
The additive classiﬁers sum the values across a single moment type for a
given number of frames, they can be as small as a single value or as large as
the maximum classiﬁer size allowed (tests were run of classiﬁers up to 26 frames
long). They therefore contain information about the magnitude of values across
a given viseme which complements the LBPs gradient data.

Fig. 4. (a) A pictorial description of moment vectors (normalised along each moment
type for a selection of examples). (b) Local Binary Patterns, an increase in gradient is
depicted by a 1 and a decrease or no change by a 0.
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Stage II - Word Level Learning

The boosted viseme classiﬁers are combined to create a binary feature vector
which is fed into a second stage classiﬁer similar to that used in Kadir et al’s
work [5]. In order to represent the temporal transitions which are indicative
of a sign, a 1st order assumption is made and a Markov chain is constructed
for each word in the lexicon. An ergodic model is used and a Look Up Table
(LUT) used to maintain as little of the chain as is required. Code entries not
contained within the LUT are assigned a nominal probability. This is done to
avoid otherwise correct chains being assigned zero probabilities. The result is a
sparse state transition matrix, Pw (st |st−1 ), for each word w giving a classiﬁcation
bank of Markov chains.
During classiﬁcation, the model bank is applied to incoming data in a similar
fashion to HMMs. The objective is to calculate the chain which best describes the
incoming data i.e. has the highest probability that it produced the observation
sequence s. Symbols are found in the symbol LUT using an L1 distance on the
binary vectors. The probability
of a model matching the observation sequence is
l
calculated as P (w|s) = υ t=1 Pw (st |st−1 ), where l is the length of the word in
the test sequence and υ is the prior probability of a chain starting in any one of
its states, as in [5] this is set to υ = 1.

6
6.1

Experimental results
Data Set

The data set used is the same 164 sign set as used by Kadir et al [5] and therefore
a direct comparison can be made between their tracking based system and this
detection based approach. The data set consists of 1640 examples (10 of each
sign). Signs were chosen randomly rather than picking speciﬁc signs which are
known to be easy to separate. The viseme classiﬁers are built using only data
from the ﬁrst 4 of the 10 repetitions of each sign and the word level classiﬁer
is then trained on up to 5 examples (including the 4 previously seen) leaving
5 completely unseen examples for testing purposes. Furthermore, only visemes
from the ﬁrst 91 signs are used in the viseme detector learning.
6.2

Stage 1 Classiﬁcation Results

Since the time taken for a viseme diﬀers between Sig types, several diﬀerent
length classiﬁers were boosted starting at 6 frames long, increasing in steps of 2
and ﬁnishing at 26 frames long. Training classiﬁcation results were then found
for each viseme and the best length chosen to create a ﬁnal set of classiﬁers of
various lengths as shown in table 2. As can be seen there is a large disparity
between optimum classiﬁer lengths for diﬀerent visemes, while short motions
like the wiggle visemes result in short classiﬁers, only 6 or 10 frames, others like
together and spiral away beneﬁt from a longer classiﬁer.
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A breakdown of viseme classiﬁers combined with the second stage classiﬁer
is shown in table 3. Unfortunately this data is not available for comparison in
the Kadir et al paper [5]. As can be seen, each of the ﬁrst stage classiﬁers can
achieve around 30% accuracy when combined individually with the second stage
classiﬁer. This is relatively poor performance as it is not possible to distinguish
164 signs on something as simple as hands moving appart, however, through
their combination impressive results can be achieved as will be seen in the next
section.
Table 2. Classiﬁer lengths for a given viseme
Sig (Both Hands)

length Sig (Right Hand Only)

Apart
Together
Together (Bend Wrist)
Circle (Type 1)
Circle (Type 2)
Alt - Circle (Type 3)
Up
Right
Wiggle
Alt - Away & Towards
Up & Down
Alt - Up & Down
Tap
Down

10
26
20
18
6
6
12
22
6
14
26
22
16
14

length

Circle (Type 4)
24
Up
8
Up & Left
20
Up & Away
18
left
26
Left & Down
20
Right
6
Right & Away
12
Wiggle
10
Palm Down
6
Away & Towards
24
Away
14
Away & Down
22
Spiral Away
22
Towards
14
Towards & Up
12
Down
26
Down & Away
24
Towards & Away (Twist Wrist) 18
Tap
8
Side to Side
6

Table 3. Classiﬁcation performance using Ha Tab Sig classiﬁers individually with Stage
2 Classiﬁcation trained on 5 examples
Stage 1 Classiﬁer Ha Tab Sig
Mean
Minimum
Maximum
Std. Deviation

33.2
31.6
35.0
0.9

31.7
30.7
32.2
0.4

29.4
28.2
30.5
0.6
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6.3

Stage 2 Classiﬁcation Results

Tests were performed on the 5 unseen examples of each of the 164 signs using
a random selection of training 1 to 5 examples. The results from these runs are
shown in table 4 along with the results from Kadir et al [5]. As can be seen,
the detection based method is only 6.6% less accurate than the tracking used in
their paper for 5 training examples.
Since the grid used for tab classiﬁcation can produce a binary feature vector
of 80 values it was tried in place of the 17 tab classiﬁers (see table 5), while it
oﬀered a minor increase when training on 5 examples it was less able to generalise
with fewer training examples and consistently performed worse. In addition, this
increases the size of the combined viseme vector to 122 in place of 59, more than
doubling it which drastically increases the possible states and transitions in the
second stage classiﬁer.
Table 4. Classiﬁcation performance compared with Kadir et al [5] trained on 5 examples using Ha, Tab, Sig classiﬁers together with Stage 2 Classiﬁcation
No. Training Examples 1

2

3

4

5

Kadir et al [5]

Mean
Minimum
Maximum
Std. Deviation

50.2
49.5
50.7
0.4

58.6
57.6
59.1
0.4

64.6
63.2
65.6
0.7

72.6
68.7
74.3
1.5

79.2
76.1
82.4
2.1

35.5
35.1
35.7
0.2

Table 5. Classiﬁcation performance trained on 5 examples using Ha, Sig classiﬁers and
using the vector output from the grid in place of the trained tab classiﬁers together
with Stage 2 Classiﬁcation

7

No. Training Examples 1

2

3

4

5

Mean
Minimum
Maximum
Std. Deviation

44.0
42.1
44.8
0.8

54.7
53.3
55.5
0.7

63.7
61.8
64.6
0.8

74.3
69.8
77.2
2.2

31.7
31.0
32.2
0.3

Conclusions

This paper has shown that near equivalence with tracking can be achieved using
solely detection in sign language recognition. This has also been done over a
large lexicon database with few training examples. It demonstrates the power of
combining viseme level classiﬁers to create word level classiﬁers in order to reduce
the complexity as the vocabulary of the system increases. Kadir et al [5] noted a
10% increase when a dez classiﬁer was included so a logical extention of this work
would be to include a non-tracking based classiﬁer for hand shapes/orientations
which should aﬀord a similar boost to the stated results.
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